
 

 

 

 

The association Red Colombiana de Aging Active y Digno  ,  headed  by  its president,  Deinedt Castellanos, is a grassroots 

organization made up of organized groups of older people. It has been developing its work in the context of the human 

rights of the elderly, retirees, pensioners, and those who do not have a fixed income in Colombia, at the local, national 

and international levels, with networks and organizations that tend to improve the quality of life of the elderly and elderly.  

In the political and social context of our country, and  speaking in terms of social changes that benefit the entire Colombian 

population, we  are facing reforms that seek changes so that the elderly population benefits and is recognized, and at the 

same time visible,  as subjects of rights and political subjects, who have built the Colombia we have today.  

We will hold an INTERNATIONAL FORUM at the premises of the Congress of the Republic of Colombia, São Paulo on April 

26 and 27, on pension reform and  health reform,  with international guests and government entities responsible for 

decision-making, in matters pertaining to the issue of public policy on aging and old age.  

These advocacy activities are the product of a work process,  in an action plan of the Colombian network with several 

actors, academia, the estate, organized and unorganized older persons, private enterprise, international cooperation 

(such as  HelpAge international, such as  R ed Global that aims at the  human rights of the elderly). The International 

Federation  of Associationsof Mers of France (FIAPA) and the Continental Network.  

Intre International guests, and allys to our work, We will have the Union International of Strade unions (UIS), of PEnzionists 

and JWorld Federation of Trade Unions' (P&J) (WSF), represented by  Engineer Quim Boix Lluch, Secretary General, that 

will present us with an international view on pensions, that will illustrate and give a context for discussion and support for 

the Reform presented by the Government of Change.  

The attendees will be law students, elderly pensioners, community representatives, foundations, councils and councils of 

the elderly, LGBTI community  and peasants.  
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